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Fleming County Schools

Our Vision is to become a District of Distinction
A Weekly Publication shared with ALL Stakeholders
Monday, February 25, 2019

We set a new record on Tuesday, March 12, 2019

The District’s 2019 Focus: Local and State Leaders – Making an Impact!
Black History Resources

Slides and other resources can be downloaded for class use at:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11kVLRwTBZ3ejxLjx5zEG00Nqb1m6_UPA
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PICTURE OF THE WEEK: Distinction in Action
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION: FLU REMINDERS
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LAST WEEK’s #FCSMoments Quotes – Released via Social Media each day
Monday
“Success can strike at any moment be ready!” - Anonymous

Tuesday
“Successful moments – all moments are successful – as every moey is an
opportunity to grow!” - Anonymous

Wednesday
“Some moments in life are more sucessful than others!” - Anonymous

Thursday
“Moments of success aren’t measured by feet!” – Anonymous

Friday
“Recognize success. Remember success. Embrace every moment as an
opportunity to be more successful than the last time!” - Anonymous

#THUMBSUPTHURSDAY (Recognizing students for their focus on college, career and life readiness. )
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Have you seen eleot?

 BRIDGE

Performance indicator Framework
BRIDGE Performance Indicators (BPIs) information, strategies,
benchmarks, goals, and options will be provided in the Weekly Leadership
Connection. The information shared weekly will become part of the district’s
BPI Framework for the 2019-2020 school year.
Goals:





Increase student competitiveness for college admission,
scholarships, and jobs;
Make learning relevant to students based on their needs, goals, and
aspirations;
Increase expectations for students, as global demands continue to
increase; and
Continue to push the district ahead of other districts so that our
students are ahead of the game.

We are halfway through the school year. At this point, each student should
be halfway completed with their grade-level requirements for the BPIs.
Student completion and mastery should be documented on paper or online
- depending on grade level. As we begin Formative Quality Reviews - we
will be working with each school to make sure that student progress is ontrack. Student defense and presentations should occur last - in April/May
depending on each school’s schedule. Completion reports and tracking
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reports should be easily accessible. We recommend that at this point of the
school year, BPI progress is checked regularly and verified. Also, we have
found that teachers who allow students to track their progress are well on
track and their students are more engaged in the BPI
activities/opportunities/experiences/exercises.
INNOVATION & CREATIVITY: Develop, explain and critique original
ideas.
Global competitiveness requires the development of a workforce that is
increasingly innovative and creative. Global experts define creativity as the
expression of human potential, while innovation is the occurrence of
creativity, applied to a specific domain. Both innovation and creativity are
phenomena as both are independent, related and complementary. Students
who a restricted from exploring innovation and creativity will not be
prepared for a global society that both needs and expects individuals to be
contributing members of society and the workforce.
Both innovation and creativity require students to possess critical thinking
skills and knowledge of a variety of topics. The more students are
introduced to a variety of issues, information, and experiences; the more
likely students will be able to adjust to diverse situations. Students today
must be flexible and open to change to be considered college, career, and
life ready. Tomorrow is best defined as flexible, diverse and continually
evolving. Therefore, our students must be prepared to adapt depending on
circumstances and situation, so that each student remains competitively for
college, career, and life ready.
To accomplish this important goal, to be innovative and creative in a
globally connected society, students must:
Think Creatively
-

Use a wide range of idea creation techniques (such as brainstorming)
Create new and worthwhile ideas (both incremental and radical concepts)
Elaborate, refine, analyze and evaluate their ideas to improve and
maximize creative efforts

Work Creatively with Others
-

Develop, implement and communicate new ideas to others effectively
Be open and responsive to new and diverse perspective; incorporate group
input and feedback into the work
Demonstrate originality and inventiveness in practice and understand the
real world limits to adopting new ideas
View failure as an opportunity to learn; understand that creativity and
innovation is a long term, cyclical process of small successes and frequent
mistakes

Implement Innovations
-

Act on creative ideas to make a tangible and useful contribution to the field
in which the innovation will occur.
A closer review of the innovation and creativity indicator will require
students to demonstrate mastery by:
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-

Communicating their ideas in front of a panel (peer, teachers, staff, and
community) in the form of a presentation
Reflecting on their innovative and creative ideas and processes
Demonstrate essential innovative and creative skills

It is essential for students to understand that the Innovative and Creativity
Indicator requires a personalized passion. Faculty and staff are there to
help facilitate the passion for learning but not to select a passion project for
the student. The ideas (the passion projects) will be as wide-ranging just as
our students’ goals for college, career and life are. Students must be
encouraged to be innovative and creative in terms of their passions so that
they are more engaged in developing the skills necessary to exhibit and
present their passions.
 BPI

DEFENSE REQUIREMENTS (Grades 3, 6, 8, and 12)
Defense Note(s):
The Passion Project and BPI Defense are two separate requirements. Every
student Pre-K-12 must present a passion project; however, only grades 3, 6, 8 and
12 prepare a defense that supports completion of the grade level expectations
(see below).
a. Grade Level Expectations. Everything the student discusses should reference
back to the actual description of the Performance Indicator. The student is focused
on how what they did met both their own goal(s) and the requirements of the BPIs.
1. 3 Grade – the student will focus on Community Service and/or
Growth and Achievement.
2. 6 Grade – the student will focus on Community Service and Growth
and Achievement
3. 8th Grade - the student will focus on Service, Growth and
Achievement, Communication and Innovation and Creativity
4. 12th Grade - the student will defend all Performance Indicators
rd

th

b. The Focus. Focus should be on selected evidence that the student is most
passionate about from each required grade level BRIDGE Performance Indicator
(see above). Ideas are complex things; the student will need to economize their
content so that they can focus on evidence they’re most passionate about, and
give themselves a chance to explain the connection to the identified indicator
properly…Everything the student says should link back to the indicator in a
succinct way.
c. Give people a reason to care. The student should stir their audience’s
curiosity. The student should use intriguing, provocative questions to identify why
something doesn’t make sense and needs explaining. If the student can reveal a
disconnect in someone’s worldview, they’ll feel the need to bridge that knowledge
gap, therefore, be more engaged in the student’s presentation. For instance, why
is community service important to the student and to the community?
d. Student must connect their idea with familiar concepts. Students should build
on their experience piece by piece, out of concepts that the audience already
understands...A vivid explanation…but delivers a satisfying ah-hah! moment as it
creates a vivid image and meaning for the audience.
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e. Alignment to College, Career and Life Ready. Over the course of the year,
through the BPI experiences, how did the learning experience(s) help the student
to become college, career and life ready? Using the college, career and life ready
theme, students will transition indicator to indicator in their presentation. For
example, how did the Service, Growth and Achievement, Communication and
Innovation and Creativity experience prepare the student to be college, career and
life ready? Even though the indicator may be standalone and not directly
connected to another indicator, the student must connect to their personalized
learning experience as it prepares them for college, career and life.

Presentation Notes:
1. Students will deliver a three-to-five minute presentation on their BPI project,
explaining what they did and, what they learned from the project, and more
importantly, how did the project prepare the student to become college, career and
life ready.
2. The presentation should inform the audience (the panel) about the student’s
project in an interesting way. Students must model their presentation after the TED
Talks that have been introduced this school year. The presentations should be
interesting, entertaining, and leave the audience (the panel) feeling that they
learned something valuable from the presentation.
3. The student’s presentation must include a visual element (science board
poster, PowerPoint, Google Slides, Prezi, etc.) to help illustrate their topic and to
maintain the audience’s attention. The purpose of a visual aid is to add interest
with charts, photos, video clips, screenshots, maps, etc. Students should not read
sentences from slides, which will bore your audience. To prevent this, the
student’s visual aid must contain a minimum of three slides with a total maximum
of 50 words, no matter how many additional slides the student adds. Keep in mind
that any video clips will not be counted toward the student’s three-to-five minute
time limit. However, video clips should not be longer than 2 to 3 minutes.
4. Students must submit a grade appropriate outline (3rd grade can use a
graphic organizer, while a Senior must submit a formal outline of their presentation
and research) prior to speaking. This will help students to organize their
presentation ahead of time and also help the audience (the panel) to follow the
path during the student’s presentation.
5. Students may use one 3x5 index card during the presentation to help jog their
memory. Students should not write complete sentences on the notecard.
Notecards must be approved by the teacher before the defense presentation.
Students should only use keywords or phrases that will help them stay on track.
No more than 30 words are allowed on the presentation card. Students must be
prepared to turn in their card at the conclusion of their presentation.
TED Talk Exemplars
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JLYOUGo0ml4 (Exemplar – 2 /3 Grade)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kq3FopGY6Fc (Exemplar – 2 /3 Grade)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-bjOJzB7LY&t=52s (Exemplar – 6 Grade)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fLlkOMrMq4 (Exemplar – 6 Grade)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bC0hlK7WGcM&t=36s (Exemplar – 8 Grade)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fkd9TWUtFm0 (Exemplar – 8 Grade)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OkOQhXhsIE (Exemplar – 12 Grade)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhG-VoRtkKY (Exemplar – 12 Grade)
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 BOARD

OF EDUCATION
Over the past four years, the Fleming County Board of Education has been able to
help the district to become one of the Top Districts in Kentucky. Each week this
year, we will focus on a specific achievement of the board.

Click Here

Click Here

Did You Know?
Each quarter the board of education receives the district’s Quarterly Report
– a district initiated self-evaluation. This year, the board is provided with
student growth data. The information below is from the first quarter. Next
year – the district’s goal is to increase the number of courses that calculates
student growth. This data is excellent data to provide the board – so that
they remain informed of student achievement on a real-time basis.

REMIND ME APP for 2018-2019
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Faculty and Staff, the District’s Remind Me App is now active. To sign up to receive
district updates sent directly to your phone such as the Weekly Leadership Connection,
School Closings, etc., sign up by following this link:
https://www.remind.com/join/36c8ab4
If you signed up last year – you still need to re-enroll for the 2017-2018 school year, as last
year’s contact list will not be used.

Professional Learning Library
Faculty and Staff, Fleming County Schools now has a Professional
Learning Library that is located at the District Office. Any member of the
faculty and staff can reserve time in the Professional Learning Library to
collaborate, complete degree course work, and engage in professional
learning/development. The library has textbooks, professional books from
ASCD and other leading educational publishers. Furthermore, the library
has recent ASCD, NASSP, AASA journals and weekly educational
newspapers/newsletters. The library also provides users access to a
whiteboard, projector, computer, and printer. We continue to emphasize
the importance of professional growth for all district staff members.
If you have books that you are not using, donate them to the Professional
Learning Library. We need to expand our library so that it can be a resource
for faculty and staff in the district.

New Journals this Week:

New Books Added this Summer
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 WEEKLY

VIDEO SEGMENT
Each week, Fleming County Schools spotlights all of the many great things
happening in the district. The Weekly Video Segment is posted on the district’s
YouTube Channel and shared via Facebook and Twitter.

This week’s Our Story Video Segment
This week we highlight 6th Grade Student Leader Macy Perkins at Hillsboro
Elementary School. You can view at the following link:
https://youtu.be/iiI66NkpMR0
 AROUND THE DISTRICT NEWS
The Weekly Newsletters at schools around the school district. Visit each to
find out the most up-to-date information regarding academics, grades, fieldtrips, athletics and much more.
E.P. Ward Elementary School (New)
Ewing Elementary School
Flemingsburg Elementary School
Hillsboro Elementary School
Simons Middle School
Fleming County High School

Click Here
Click Here
Click Here
Click Here
Click Here
Click Here

 TEACHING AND LEARNING
2018-19 KPREP
As we move further into the spring semester, it is important to understand
the required state testing requirements for our students. The Kentucky
Performance Rating for Educational Progress (KPREP) tests will take place
during the last 14 days of the school year. Each school will complete these
assessments during a 5 consecutive day window during that time. Below is
a summary of the assessments that will take place. Currently the last day
for students in Fleming County Schools is May 30. This means that the first
day of the 14-day window would tentatively be May 9, so testing would take
place at each school during 5 consecutive days between May 9 and May
30. Those specific dates will be determined soon.
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Grade
Level
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5

Assessments

Reading and Mathematics
Reading, Mathematics, and Science
Reading, Mathematics, Social Studies, and On-Demand
Writing
Grade 6
Reading and Mathematics
Grade 7
Reading, Mathematics, and Science
Grade 8
Reading, Mathematics, Social Studies, and On-Demand
Writing
Grade 11
Science* and On-Demand Writing*
*Denotes online assessments
The goal of the Kentucky Department of Education is to begin moving
toward online testing rather than paper-pencil. This transition begins this
year with testing in 11th grade. Online testing in grades 3-8 will tentatively
begin in 2019-20 with field tests of the new standards in Reading, Math,
Editing & Mechanics, and Social Studies. Current science standards will be
assessed in an online platform and paper-pencil for a comparability study;
however, details of the process has not been determined/communicated to
districts. Current standards will continue to be assessed for accountability
in the paper-pencil format in 2019-20 in Reading, Math, Science and Social
Studies.
2018-19 Field Tests
This year, there will be field testing of the current Reading and Math
standards in an online format, focusing on standards aligned to English I
and II and Algebra I and Geometry. Both of these tests, 45-50 minutes
each, will take place in 10th grade. The purpose of these field tests will
provide a psychometric analysis of item types, engage students with items,
provide an opportunity to observe administration practices, and prepare for
operational assessments in the future. It is important to note that field tests
DO NOT produce performance levels and student scores are NOT
reported. The online field test window will be April 15-26. Fleming County
High School will set the specific dates that students will take the field tests
during the state-established window. Tutorials and a practice test will be
available soon for students to gain familiarity with the online platform.
Kentucky Accountability System Update
As reported last week in the Weekly Leadership Connection, several
changes to the regulation for accountability have been proposed and
approved by the state board of education and are awaiting adoption in the
legislative process. One of these proposed changes deals with the new 5 –
star school rating system. The star rating charts would be replaced with
exact weights which may better demonstrate the intended policy
value/emphasis for each indicator. The chart detailing the proposed
accountability weights for the 5-Star system is provided below. In order for
a school to be rated in the “Star” system, cut scores/levels would need to be
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calculated and set for inclusion in the 2019 accountability data (summer/fall
2019).

A bill has been introduced in the KY Senate relating to school assessments and
accountability (SB 175) which could have an impact on the state accountability
system. The bill can be reviewed at the link provided.
For further information or questions about state assessment or the accountability
system, contact Lesia Eldridge, Assistant Superintendent
(Lesia.eldridge@fleming.kyschools.us).
 THE WEEKLY PIC CLOUD
This year we want to document all the great things occurring throughout the
district and show why we are a “District of Distinction.” When you see
something great happening in the classroom, throughout the district or in
the community, post it on social media using #FCSBOLD and/or
#FCSOurStory. Each week we will post the Weekly Pic Cloud highlighting
the great things occurring throughout Fleming County.
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 INNOVATION

& TRANSFORMATION
BRIDGE Performance Indicators:
This week Fleming County Schools would like to recognize Allison Ginn, a
6th grade student at Ward Elementary. Allison has aspirations to become a
veterinarian and decided to pursue her career pathway. With
encouragement from her teacher, Mrs. Carla Prather, Allison applied for an
internship at the Cincinnati Zoo. Mrs. Prather said that she was extremely
worried about applying, but after they discussed it Allison realized the worst
that could happen was that she wouldn’t be accepted. To her surprise she
was selected and began her spring internship with the Cincinnati Zoo! On
Saturday, Allison worked in the bird aviary and her focus was with the
African Pygmy Falcon. She learned about their habitat, behavior,
adaptations, flying patterns, and diet. This was a wonderful hands on
experience with this beautiful bird! Allison is well on her way to one day
becoming a zoo veterinarian specializing in large animals. We look forward
to hearing about her next visit!

Fleming County Schools would also like to recognize, Robert Pease, a 5th
grade student at Hillsboro Elementary. Robert’s passion project focuses on
agriculture and one of the ways he wanted to learn more about agriculture
is helping on the farm. Robert utilized one of his Educational Enhancement
Opportunity days to shadow Dr. Frankie Vice for the day. With the help of
Dr. Vice, Robert was able to check cattle on his family’s own farm. He also
had the opportunity to travel with Dr. Vice as he thoroughly explained his
job as a veterinarian. Robert’s family and Robert want to thank Dr. Frankie
Vice for the opportunity and for providing detailed explanation in this
learning experience. This all day hands on learning will apply to multiple
BPI indicators!
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Did you know that HB3 requires the Kentucky Department of Education and
each school district to complete the following?
Create a new section of KRS Chapter 158 to require, beginning with the 2019-2020 school
year, each school to provide an essential skills curriculum to students; amend KRS 158.645 to
conform; create a new section of KRS Chapter 158 to create the Council on Essential Skills;
amend KRS 158.6453 to require the Council on Essential Skills to serve as a review committee
for career studies; require the department to include the essential skills program on the school
profile report; amend KRS 158.6457 to include work ethics certification in the definition of
nonacademic factors; create a new section of KRS Chapter 158 requiring the Kentucky
Department of Education to develop an age-appropriate drug awareness and prevention
program; require local school boards to ensure that students receive annual instruction in drug
awareness and prevention.
https://legiscan.com/KY/bill/HB3/2018

We are thankful for the learning that is occurring during our pilot year (20182019) of our BPIs. We recognize that some changes need to be made for
next year, but we also know that groundbreaking experiences have already
happened for our students this year. The district is in the process of
developing a BPI survey to receive feedback from all teachers. Our districtwide vertical team meeting on March 7th will be devoted to Bridge
Performance Indicators (more information to follow). It is essential that you
share created documents, master schedules, plus/deltas, etc. with your
grade level representative. We will continue work on the indicators at our
next meeting, March 14th. In June, we will take data from all stakeholders to
make any necessary revisions to the BPIs before presenting them to the
board for full implementation. Now is your time to share, speak up, and
improve our pilot program to meet the needs of all students and meet the
requirements of HB3. We value your feedback!
Fleming County Performance Academy:
As a reminder virtual student folders need to be updated weekly to
ensure adequate tracking of progress. If there are immediate concerns
or needs, please contact Michelle Hunt. Our next FCPA Meeting will be
held at Central Office on Thursday, February 28th starting at 4:00. During
this meeting, we will also discuss plans for the 2019-2020 school year.
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Principals and counselors will need to be in attendance at this meeting to
provide the team feedback and help with next steps.
 NEW WEEKLY SHOUTOUTS

Need a Larger View: Click Here for the Archives

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10SJDROheJxkS7ZQaXH4mRqu8nDkjSyh
 CONTINUOUS

IMPROVEMENT
Student growth must be viewed as a journey and not a destination. Each
year we must ensure that students are continually growing – improving from
one-year to the next. As students experience growth – we must strategically
ensure that students have a clear path to growth annually. But we cannot
put all of our eggs in one basket, waiting to the end of the year to determine
student growth. We must be measuring student growth throughout the
school year. Continued growth throughout the school year means that we
must continuously review the strategies that we use/deploy, customizing for
each student as much as possible. As growth continues to increase,
continued growth will be difficult to achieve – which is why individualized
strategies will be vision critical.
One strategy that we often overlook is first engaging in a conversation with
each student – identifying their needs, goals, and aspirations. Once we
understand each student, we must then discuss with each student how we
can help to grow. Student growth is very must an individual student
continuous growth process and a strategic district goal. Both, however,
require a strategic approach. Continuous student growth requires unlocking
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how students learn, their needs, goals, aspirations and serving each on with
a personalized plan. The district’s success in growing students will require
that we focus on the individual student – not the masses.
 CURRICULUM
As a district, we must have a written curriculum in all courses, not just in
reading and math. As the new accountability model is implemented at the
state level, the need for a written curriculum across the board becomes
more apparent. Our focus must be on creating experiences in all courses
that are aligned vertically so that ALL students have the opportunity to
succeed.
Vertical alignment is vision critical. Though students may experience
success in one class, are we sure that our students are prepared for the
next level? Sometimes current student success camouflages existing
curriculum gaps that will appear later on as students will begin to struggle –
because the Pre-K-12 curriculum was not vertically aligned. A vertically
aligned curriculum reduces the opportunities for gaps to form, which will
significantly impact the possibilities for all students to experience success.
We have to ensure that students have the experiences necessary to be
college, career, and life ready.
In March, the district will convene a team of teachers to begin to lay the
foundation for the district’s curriculum, 2.0.
 STAFF

SPOTLIGHT
Each week, we will recognize faculty and staff who have went beyond the
call of duty and their actions have resulted in a change within the
school/district. This year we will be opening nominations to faculty and staff.
In other words, if you see a faculty and staff member that you would like to
recognize we encourage you to submit his or her name. Additionally, at the
request of many, we will be recognizing faculty and staff members who
have embraced the district’s focus of collaboration this year.
This week, Fleming County Schools would like to recognize Mr. McKinney.
Mr. McKinney is a man that wears many hats at Simons Middle School. As
an instructional assistant, he goes above and beyond to help students by
working with them one-on-one. He is also someone who goes out of his
way to help any student, teacher or community member. He has recently
been instrumental in helping prepare the SMS Auditorium for McKenzie
Thomas’ concert by working late and going out of his way to make the
event possible. Mr. McKinney coaches football and girls basketball at
FCHS, helps monitor the cafeteria during lunch, assists with bus duty and
serves as a positive role model for all students at SMS. Whatever we need,
we know we can count on Mr. McKinney to help!
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 STUDENT

SPOTLIGHT
The district will recognize one student each week district-wide who exhibits
positive role model traits, commitment to their studies, who is recognized as
a leader in his/her school, is about service before themselves, and for many
other reasons. We have phenomenal students – we need to recognize them
for their many talents, skills and aspirations.
This week, Fleming County Schools would like to recognize Brynlee Black,
a second grade student in Mrs. Arrasmith’s class at Flemingsburg
Elementary School. Brynlee is an outstanding student and always tries her
best. She has a warm, kind smile and a positive attitude every day. Brynlee
willingly helps others. Her positive outlook and disposition brighten Mrs.
Arrasmith’s classroom and her school. Congratulations, Brynlee! Your FES
family is so proud of you!

 SCHOOL

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
The district will recognize one volunteer, parent/guardian, community partner each week districtwide who exhibits service. This person goes out of his or her way to help a school or the school
district to become a District of Distinction. We have the best community support in the nation and
we need to recognize our community’s support for Fleming County Schools.

This week, Fleming County Schools would like to recognize Fleming-Mason
Energy as the Community Partner of the week. From teaching students
about the importance of electricity and safety to allowing the district to use
the Auditorium and Training Center, the staff at Fleming-Mason Energy is
always there to help. They quickly respond when we need assistance – as
they care about our students. They go the extra-mile for the district. Thank
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you!

 LAST

WEEK’S STUDENT, STAFF, and SCHOOL PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
STAFF SPOTLIGHT

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

SCHOOL PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

 EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION
This year, Fleming County Schools is focused on implementing the FC
Board of Education approved Equity and Excellence in Education. The
policy is designed to provide a laser focus on the unique needs, goals, and
aspirations of ALL students throughout the school district. The key is to
create a school and district culture that values diversity and recognizes that
diversity strengthens the district.
This week ’s: “Thought on Equity and Excellence in Education”:
School districts that have created the best equitable learning environment
often focus on, “Why do students come to school?” Studies have shown
that the three primary reasons that have led to high student success are 1)
Play (students come to school to socialize with peers); 2) Purpose (students
come to school to engage in relevant learning experiences and
opportunities); and 3) Potential (students come to school because they
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recognize how learning is related to their long-term goals and aspirations).
The essential component that connects all three is that students feel
valued. Creating a culture where all students feel valued is paramount to
our goal of creating experiences and opportunities where all students
experience success based on their needs, goals, and aspirations.
 BUSINESS AND FINANCE
The Finance Department has been consistently working with both the
Maintenance and Transportation Department. These Departments hold our
largest amount of expenditures outside of Instruction. We have made great
strides in improving our financial efficiency in both departments. This was
achievable by closely examining our purchases and vendors. Then, taking
this information and leveraging our purchasing power to cut cost while still
obtaining the necessary goods.
Greg Dunaway has done a great job in strategizing district wide purchases
for the Maintenance Department. Our goal is to provide the best facilities
with the least cost. This is not accomplished without all staff being on the
same page. We need the assistance in being energy efficient and reducing
our facility cost. Everyone working towards the same goal is essential. The
less we can spend on energy and facilities is more that we can spend on
our students.
Greg Emmons and I have been meeting regularly to discuss Transportation
cost. We have built a multi-year strategy to increase our fleet size and
reduce the average age of our fleet. We can do this by purchasing a mix of
new and old buses. We have also built a tracking log that will better help us
understand expenditures.
If there are any questions, my email is Andy.plank@fleming.kyschools.us.
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 SPECIAL EDUCATION, FRYSC, & PRESCHOOL

 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Kentucky’s Computer Science Standards Update – February, 2019
KAS for Computer Science Progression Chart
What is Computer Science Education? Kentucky defines Computer
Science (CS) as an academic discipline that encompasses the study of
computers and algorithmic processes, including their principles, their
hardware and software designs, their applications, networks, and their
impact on society.
Background: By creating more opportunities for computer science learning
for Kentucky students, we will reach, keep and engage more students in
learning, create a pool of more qualified people to fill existing job openings
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and stimulate suppressed economic regions of our state by developing a
high-tech skilled workforce. Computer science and coding utilize critical
thinking and problem-solving talents that benefit all career paths.
Vision: Learning through computer science can benefit all students,
kindergarten through twelfth grade. The Kentucky K-12 Computer Science
standards are designed to 1) Focus on "creating" content rather than simply
consuming it; 2) implement and integrate into many content
areas; 3) expose more learners to critical thinking, computational thinking,
and problem-solving through computer science.
Goals include:







Initiating cross-curricular connections to enhance the understanding
that CS Skills and concepts are not just for future CS jobs. CS Skills
and concepts can help develop advanced problem-solving and
critical thinking for all future jobs.
Establishing a continuum of computer science education and student
competencies from elementary to high school;
Providing more opportunities for computer science learning for ALL
students, especially students typically under-represented in rigorous
high school courses, to engage in advanced coursework that will
prepare them for future success;
Preparing students to address a critical workforce need related to
computer science knowledge and skills.

 STUDENT ATTENDANCE & HUMAN RESOURCES

Fleming County Schools Kindergarten registration will be Tuesday, March
19th from 8:30 am to 5:30 pm at Double “S” Entertainment Bowling Alley.
Children who are 5 years of age by August 1st are eligible to attend K. All
children who will be 6 by August 1st must be enrolled in school. Watch the
FCS webpage and local newspaper for more information.
If you have questions, you may contact Carol Thompson at 845-5851.
 DISTRICT-WIDE OPERATIONS
Stop-arm violations
As one of the leading causes of danger-zone fatalities, stop-arm violations
show no signs of slowing down.
Drivers and attendants have to be more vigilant than ever when unloading
students, especially near highways with shoulders where cars may pass on
the right side of the school bus.
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Many operations have involved law enforcement in an effort to curtail the
problem. Ordinances have been passed through which drivers can receive
hefty fines for first and repeat offenses, but even these have barely entered
the radar for some commuters who are in a rush to get where they’re going.
It’s all very frustrating to say the least.
We encourage our drivers to not lose hope and to continue doing their jobs.
He calls the police weekly to check on the status of particular cases,
engages the city attorney occasionally about the problem and has
considered advances in technology, such as stop-arm cameras to help
identify offenders.
 STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
Organizations that fail to identify where they are going may end of
anywhere. Over the past several years we have communicated our
destination. To become a District of Distinction ultimately the best school
district for students, we must focus on our “True North” – doing whatever
it takes for students each day. Though we do a good job of listening to
students, we have to be the best, and unwilling to settle for anything
less, to reach our goal. Our strategic framework focuses extensively on
students – student achievement, student growth, student success, and
student voice. All of these pieces are integrating connected and has to
be our focus each day. We have to focus on all student components to
create a culture, experiences, and opportunities that will lead to student
success.
 POWER OF MOMENTS
“The authors, Michael J. Barry and Susan Edgman-Levitan, had written:
“Clinicians, in turn, need to relinquish their role as the single, paternalistic
authority and train to become more effective coaches or partners – learning,
in other words, how to ask, ‘What matters to you?’ as well as “What is the
matter?”…..It is a rallying cry for more responsiveness.” (Page 237)
Heath, C. & Heath, D. (2017). The power of moments: Why certain experiences have
extraordinary impact. New York, NY: Simon and Schuster.
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 WEEKLY MESSAGE

Moments of Confidence

A “Did You Know Moment.” Recent research studies show that this generation of
learners are not as confidence in their abilities as we were in school. Take note,
many of our students lack the confidence to succeed. Not only are we faced with
teaching students reading, writing and arithmetic, we are also responsible with
helping to instill confidence in our students.
Our student struggle with confidence – Why? Think about all the pressures they
face – the opportunities to fail are far greater now for them than ever before. So
instead of risking “failure” they decide to accept the status quo – settling to never
grow through risk-taking and practical learning experiences. As educators, we
have to find ways to help all students to build the confidence needed to be
successful (prepared) for college, career and life ready.
Students who are confident not only are successful, but are more willing to be
engaged in school, open to new learning experiences and opportunities, less likely
to isolate themselves, and more willing to take risks throughout the learning
process. Confidence helps students to develop the ability to evaluate how risks,
trial and error, are not failure, but opportunities to grow. Thomas Edison, says it
best, “Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is
always to try just one more time.” In other words, confidence helps students to
take setbacks and knockdowns as just another opportunity to try something new,
to learn.
If students aren’t confident – levels of success will be far below a student’s true
potential. It is vision critical that we take the time to focus on helping students to
grow the confidence to be successful. We end with this quote from T. Harv Eker –
“Successful people have fear, successful people have doubts, and successful
people have worries. They just don’t let these feelings stop them.”

Remember, when students succeed, we succeed as a district.
Our Journey Continues…
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 WEEKLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Monday, February 25, 2019






District Team Meeting at 8:30 am (District Office)
Senior Leadership Team Meeting at 9:30 am (District
Office)
Monthly Principals Meeting at 12:30 pm (District
Office)
Superintendent Advisory Council Meeting at 5:00 pm
(District Office)

Tuesday, February 26, 2019



Classroom Walkthroughs and PLCs

Wednesday, February 27,
2019
Thursday, February 28, 2019



Classroom Walkthroughs and PLCs




Classroom Walkthroughs and PLCs
FCPA Online Facilitator Meeting at 4:00 pm (District
Office)

Friday, March 1, 2019




Classroom Walkthroughs and PLCs
Black and Gold Day

Important Upcoming Events
 March 4th – March 8th – National School Breakfast Week
 March 4th – March 8th – Read Across America Week
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